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The problem of recognizing cover-incomparability graphs (i.e. the graphs obtained from
posets as the edge-union of their covering and incomparability graph) was shown to be
NP-complete in general [J. Maxová, P. Pavlíkova, A. Turzík, On the complexity of cover-
incomparability graphs of posets, Order 26 (2009) 229–236], while it is for instance clearly
polynomial within trees. In this paper we concentrate on (classes of) chordal graphs, and
show that any cover-incomparability graph that is a chordal graph is an interval graph. We
characterize the posets whose cover-incomparability graph is a block graph, and a split
graph, respectively, and also characterize the cover-incomparability graphs among block
and split graphs, respectively. The latter characterizations yield linear time algorithms
for the recognition of block and split graphs, respectively, that are cover-incomparability
graphs.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let P = (V ,≤) be a poset. If u ≤ v but u 6= v, then we write u < v. If u and v are in V , then v covers u in P if u < v and
there is no w in V with u < w < v. If u ≤ v we will sometimes say that u is below v, and that v is above u. Also, we will
write u C v if v covers u; and u CC v if u is below v but not covered by v. Let V ′ be a non-empty subset of V . Then there is a
natural poset Q = (V ′,≤′), where u≤′ v if and only if u ≤ v for any u, v ∈ V ′. The poset Q is called a subposet of P and its
notation is simplified to Q = (V ′,≤).
Cover-incomparability graphs of posets were introduced recently [2] in relation with transit functions. The central idea
behind the notion of transit functions, as introduced by Mulder [15], is to generalize the interval function of a graph so as
to define a rule for transit between points in a discrete set. Formally a transit function on a non empty set V is a function
T : V × V → 2V satisfying the following transit axioms:
(t1) u ∈ T (u, v) for any u and v ∈ V .
(t2) T (u, v) = T (v, u) for all u and v ∈ V .
(t3) T (u, u) = {u} for all u ∈ V .
Given a transit function T the underlying graph GT of T on a set V is the graph with vertex set V , where distinct u and v in
V are joined by an edge if | T (u, v) |= 2.
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Many standard transit functions were studied in graphs [3,4,13,14], see also a survey on path transit functions on
graphs [5]. For a poset P = (V ,≤), the standard poset transit function TP : V × V → 2V is defined in the following way:
(i) If x and y are incomparable, then TP(x, y) = {x, y}.
(ii) If x ≤ y, then TP(x, y) = {z | x ≤ z ≤ y}.
(iii) If y ≤ x, then TP(x, y) = {z | y ≤ z ≤ x}.
Clearly, TP satisfies (t1)–(t3), i.e. TP is a transit function.
The underlying graphs of TP were studied under the name cover-incomparability graphs in [2], or shortly C-I graphs, since
these graphs appear as the edge-union of the covering and incomparability graph of a poset. In addition, they present the
only non-trivial way to obtain an associated graph of a poset as unions and/or intersections of the edge sets of the three
standard associated graphs (i.e. covering, comparability and incomparability graph). Notably, given a poset P = (V ,≤), the
cover-incomparability graph GP of P has V as its vertex set, and two points u, v ∈ V are adjacent in GP if either u and v are
incomparable or u C v or v C u.
In [10] the betweenness properties of the standard poset transit function, the meet/join semilattice transit function,
and the lattice transit function are studied. We emphasize that the underlying graphs of the meet/join semilattice transit
function, and the lattice transit function coincide with the covering graph of the respective semilattice and the lattice. But
for posets, the underlying graph of the poset transit function is different from the covering graph and this motivates the
study of the cover-incomparability graphs as a new class of graphs from posets, as initiated in [2]. In the paper that followed,
Maxová et al. [11] proved that the complexity of recognizingwhether a given graph is the C-I graphof someposet is in general
NP-complete. On the other hand, the graphs that can appear as induced subgraphs of C-I graphs are precisely incomparability
graphs and hence they can be recognized efficiently [11]. Let us note that C-I graphs also fall under the class of graphs called
antimatroid graphs which are associated with some particular convex structures known as antimatroids; see [9] for the
notion of antimatroid graphs and the references therein for special antimatroids arising from graphs and posets. One can
observe that the C-I graphs are antimatroid graphs of the antimatroid consisting of standard order convex sets of posets.
In this note we continue the study of algorithmic issues related to cover-incomparability graphs of posets. Being
NP-complete in general graphs, it is natural to ask whether there are some well-known classes of graphs C in which the
recognition complexity of the C-I graphswithinC is polynomial. The first obvious candidate—the class of trees—clearly gives
an affirmative answer, since precisely paths are C-I graphs among trees. Thuswe concentrate on two other classes of chordal
graphs, namely block graphs and split graphs, in which the answer is much less trivial. We describe the posets whose C-I
graphs belong to each of these classes, and characterize the two corresponding classes of C-I graphs. These characterizations
yield efficient recognition algorithms that show the problem is no longer NP-complete if one restricts to any of these two
classes of (chordal) graphs. Whether this is true for all chordal graphs, we could not establish, yet we reduce this question
in the following sense: we show that if a C-I graph is chordal then it is necessarily an interval graph.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we characterize the posets whose C-I graphs are block graphs in two
ways—using forbidden subposets and describing the structure of these posets (these are either the posets whose longest
chain has two elements or special posets with arbitrarily long chain, see Fig. 2). Then we characterize the block C-I graphs
(i.e. C-I graphs that are block graphs) and present a linear algorithm for the recognition of these graphs. Section 3 presents
two analogous theorems for split graphs, and the resulting algorithm for the recognition of split C-I graphs of complexity
O(|E(G)|). In the last section we look for C-I graphs that are chordal graphs, and prove that they are necessarily interval
graphs. In the rest of this section we recall basic properties of posets and their C-I graphs (most of the proofs are trivial, for
others cf. [2]).
Lemma 1.1. Let P be a poset. Then
(i) the C-I graph of P is connected;
(ii) points of P that are independent in the C-I graph of P lie on a common chain;
(iii) an antichain of P corresponds to a complete subgraph in the C-I graph of P;
(iv) the C-I graph of P contains no induced cycles of length greater than 4.
A poset P is called a bipartite poset if its height (the length of a longest chain in P) is at most 1.
Recall that a graph is chordal, if it contains no induced cycles of length greater than 3. For an extensive survey on
graph classes, in particular on subclasses of chordal graphs, cf. [1], where one can also find a chapter on posets and their
underlying graphs. Posets whose C-I graphs are chordal graphs were characterized in [2], using the notion of forbidden
isometric subposets, which strengthens the concept of the usual subposet. Wewill only use the notion of (ordinary) subposet
in this paper.
2. C-I graphs and block graphs
In this section we characterize the posets P whose C-I graphs are block graphs by, first, forbidding four particular posets
to appear as (ordinary) subposets in P , and secondly, by describing all such posets P . Then we will also attack the reverse
problem and characterize the block graphs that are C-I graphs.
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Fig. 1. Forbidden subposets of P whose C-I graph is a block graph.
Fig. 2. A family of posets Υ and the C-I graph of Υ .
Recall that a graph G is a block graph if every block of G is a clique. Clearly block graphs are special type of chordal graphs.
A pendant block B in a block graph G is a block that contains exactly one cut vertex of G.
A family of posets Υ is symbolically depicted in Fig. 2 (as usual, we use Hasse diagrams for presenting posets). It consists
of all the posets P that have a chain C of length at least one, and all other elements in P either cover the last element of C
or are covered by the first element of C . The four posets that appear in the next theorem are depicted in Fig. 1. They can be
described as the posets that consist of a chain on three elements and another element that is incomparable to the middle
element of the chain.
Theorem 2.1. Let P be a poset and GP its C-I graph. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) GP is a block graph.
(ii) P has no subposet isomorphic to P1, P2, P3 and P4.
(iii) The poset P is isomorphic either to a bipartite poset or to a poset from family Υ .
Proof. (i)⇒ (ii). Suppose P has a subposet isomorphic to P1, P2, P3 or P4, see Fig. 1. LetH be the C-I graph of Pi; i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
Then u is not adjacent tow in H and u, v, w, xwill lie in a single block of H that is not complete, a contradiction.
(ii)⇒ (iii). Suppose P is not isomorphic to a bipartite poset. We need to prove that P is isomorphic to a poset from the
family of posets Υ , see Fig. 2.
Consider a maximal chain C : u0 ≤ u1 ≤ u2 ≤ · · · ≤ uk−2 ≤ uk−1 ≤ uk where k ≥ 2 in P . If P is the chain C , then we
are done as a chain is a particular poset from Υ . So assume that there are points x in P that are not in C , and let us denote
the set of these points by P ′. By the maximality of C , no vertex in P ′ can be covered by u0 and uk cannot be covered by any
vertex in P ′. Now consider the triple ui, ui+1, ui+2, for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (k−2). Since the poset isomorphic to P3 is a forbidden
subposet for P , no vertex x in P ′ is incomparable with the triple of vertices in C . If x ≤ ui, i = 2, 3, . . . , k, then the vertex
y which is covered by ui in the chain joining x to ui together with ui, ui−1, ui−2 will form a subposet in P isomorphic to P1
and so x ≤ ui is not possible for i = 2, 3, . . . , k. Similarly if ui ≤ x, i = 0, 1, . . . , k− 2, then the vertex z which covers ui in
the chain joining ui to x together with ui, ui+1, ui+2 will form a subposet in P isomorphic to P2 and so ui ≤ x is not possible
for i = 0, 1, . . . , k − 2. Also it is not possible that ui C x C ui+2 for i = 0, 1, . . . , k − 2 since the poset isomorphic to P4
is a forbidden subposet for P . So there are only two possibilities left, either uk−1 ≤ x or x ≤ u1. Again if there is a point z
such that uk−1 < z < x, then the poset formed by uk and the first three vertices on the chain from uk−1 to x, is a subposet
isomorphic to P2, which is not possible. Similarly if x < w < u1, for some w, then we get a subposet isomorphic to P1. So
there are only two possibilities left: x covers uk−1 or x is covered by u1, for a vertex x in P ′. Thus the poset P is one of the
posets from Υ .
(iii) ⇒ (i). If P is a bipartite poset, then GP is complete and hence is a block graph. It is easy to verify that GP is a block
graph if P is isomorphic to Υ . 
A block in a block graph G is trivial if it contains only two vertices.
Theorem 2.2. A block graph G is a C-I graph if and only if G is one of the following graphs:
(a) G is isomorphic to a complete graph.
(b) G is isomorphic to a path.
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(c) G has exactly one non-trivial block, this block is pendant, and for every cut vertex v in G,G \ v has exactly two components.
(d) G has exactly two non-trivial blocks, both blocks are pendant, and for every cut vertex v in G,G\v has exactly two components.
Proof. Suppose a block graph G is a C-I graph. Then there exists a poset P such that G is isomorphic to GP . By Theorem 2.1,
P is isomorphic either to a bipartite poset or to a poset from Υ . If P is a bipartite poset, then GP is a complete graph and
we get (a). If P is isomorphic to the poset Υ , then again by Theorem 2.1, we get that GP is isomorphic to a path if it has no
non-trivial blocks, inferring (b). Otherwise GP is isomorphic to the graph GΥ in Fig. 2. Clearly this graph satisfies either the
condition (c) or (d) from the theorem. 
Theorem 2.2 enables us to design a recognition algorithm of block graphs G that are C-I graphs. Hopcroft and Tarjan [8]
have designed an algorithm for determining the blocks and cut vertices of a connected graph G, and this algorithm uses
linear time O(|E(G)| + |V (G)|). Using the Hopcroft–Tarjan algorithm, the block graphs can also be recognized in linear time,
see [12]. Using this algorithm, it is easy to test whether a given block graph is a C-I graph. The idea is the following. If G is a
block graph and the number of non-trivial blocks exceeds two we are through (G is not a C-I graph). In the case of at most
two non-trivial blocks we have to check the condition. Also from the structure of C-I graphs, G can have at most two vertices
of degree one.
Time complexity of this algorithm is O(|E(G)| + |V (G)|), since the complexity of the Hopcroft–Tarjan algorithm is
O(|E(G)| + |V (G)|) and other steps in the algorithm can be done in constant time. We infer
Corollary 2.3. Let G be a graph. Then one can recognize whether G is a block graph and the C-I graph of a poset in O(|E(G)| +
|V (G)|) time.
3. C-I graphs and split graphs
Recall that a split graph is a graph G in which V (G) can be partitioned into sets A and B, such that A induces a clique, and
B is an independent set. The partition is not necessarily unique, yet, when we will choose one such partition of V (G)wewill
write G = A+ B and speak about the clique A and the independent set B of G. It is clear that split graphs are chordal graphs.
In this section we will first characterize C-I graphs among split graphs which also yields a recognition algorithm for this
subclass of split graphs. Then we will also characterize the posets whose C-I graphs are split graphs. As usual, ω(G) denotes
the size of a largest clique in G, while α(G) is the size of the largest independent set in G.
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a split graph. The following assertions are equivalent:
(i) G is the C-I graph of a poset;
(ii) G is connected and α(G) ≤ 2;
(iii) G is connected and one of the following statements is true for G:
(a) ω(G) = |V (G)| (i.e. G is isomorphic to a complete graph);
(b) ω(G) = |V (G)| − 1;
(c) ω(G) = |V (G)| − 2, and α(G) = 2.
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii). Let G be a split graph, and the C-I graph of a poset P . Then G is connected by Lemma 1.1(i). Assume that
α(G) > 2. Let I = {x1, x2, . . . , xk} be a largest independent set in G, where k ≥ 3. Since G is the C-I graph, vertices from I lie
on the same chain, and they are not in the covering relation. Without loss of generality let x1 CC x2 CC · · · CC xk. Hence
there exists at least k−1 ≥ 2 elements a1, . . . , ak−1 such that x1 < a1 < x2 < · · · < ak−1 < xk. Let G = A+B be a partition
of G into the clique A and independent set B. Note that at most one vertex from I can be in the clique A.
Suppose first that all of the vertices from I are in B. Then a1 and a2 must be in A, but on the other hand they are not
adjacent in G = GP since a1 < x2 < a2, which is a contradiction. (The same reasoning can, of course, be applied if some
other k vertices from the independent set B.) The second case is that only k−1 vertices are in B. Then theymust all be from I ,
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Fig. 3. Poset whose C-I graph enjoys the statement (b).
Fig. 4. Poset whose C-I graph enjoys the statement (c).
and together with another vertex from I , which is in A, they all lie on one and the same chain, as above. Again a1 and a2 on
that chain are not adjacent in G, but they are in A, and we get a similar contradiction again. So indeed α(G) ≤ 2.
(ii) ⇒ (iii). In this case we assume that G is a connected split graph, and either α(G) = 1 or α(G) = 2. In the first case
we infer that G induces a complete graph, hence (a) holds. If ω(G) = |V (G)| − 1, we get (b), so let us assume from now on
that ω(G) ≤ |V (G)| − 2. Suppose ω(G) < |V (G)| − 2. Let G = A + B be a partition of the split graph G into the clique A
and independent set B. Since A can have at most |V (G)| − 3 vertices we infer that B has at least three vertices, which is a
contradiction with α(G) ≤ 2. Thus the remaining case is ω(G) = |V (G)| − 2. Let G = A + B be again any partition of G
into the clique A and independent set B. From the same reasons as earlier we derive |A| = |V (G)| − 2, and so |B| = 2, thus
α(G) ≥ 2. Combining with the assumption, we get α(G) = 2, and we are in case (c).
(iii) ⇒ (i). Let G be a split graph for which one of the three statements hold. If (a) holds then obviously G is a C-I
graph. (For the poset we take an antichain of the appropriate size.) Let (b) hold. Thus the independent set of G = A + B
has one vertex v and v is adjacent to at least one vertex a1 from the clique but not with all vertices from the clique. Let
{a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bm} be the clique of G. Suppose v is adjacent to a1, . . . , an and v is not adjacent to b1, . . . , bm. Then G is
the C-I graph of the poset in Fig. 3.
Let (c) hold. Thus for any partition G = A + B, the independent set B has two elements such that every element from B
is adjacent to at least one element from A (by connectedness) and every element from A is adjacent to at least one element
from B (since α(G) = 2). Let x1, x2 ∈ B. Let a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bm, c1, . . . , ck be vertices from the clique such that:
• vertices a1, . . . , an where n ∈ N of the clique are adjacent to both x1 and x2 (there may be no such vertices).• vertices b1, . . . , bm wherem ∈ N of the clique are adjacent to x1;• vertices c1, . . . , ck where k ∈ N of the clique are adjacent to x2.
In this case G is the C-I graph of the poset P in Fig. 4. 
The characterization of split C-I graphs by assertion (ii) of Theorem 3.1, enables us to recognize C-I graphs among split
graphs efficiently. It is well-known that split graphs can be recognized efficiently, cf. [6,7] for a linear algorithm. which
produces a partition of the vertex set into a set A, inducing a complete subgraph and an independent set B. By Theorem 3.1,
if |B| < 2 then G is a C-I graph, and if |B| > 2 then G is not a C-I graph. The only unclear case is |B| = 2, since it is possible
here that α(G) = 3. However, only two vertices are in B, say u and v, and we can check whether the union of N(u) ∪ N(v)
is equal to A or not, which can be done in linear time. If the answer is yes then α(G) = 2, otherwise α(G) = 3.
Corollary 3.2. Let G be a split graph. Then one can recognize whether G is the C-I graph of a poset in O(|E(G)|) time.
In the rest of this section we will fully describe the posets whose C-I graphs are split graphs.
Let S1 be the family of bipartite posets (i.e. the posets whose chains have height atmost 1). Note that for every P ∈ S1, the
C-I graph of P is a complete graph. The converse is also true: if GP is a complete graph then P is a bipartite poset (indeed, if
the height of a chain in P is more than 1 then its first and last element will be non-adjacent in GP ). In turn this argument can
be used also in any subposet of P whose elements induce a complete graph in GP . Hence we infer the following observation.
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Fig. 5. Families S1 and S2 .
Fig. 6. Family S3 .
Lemma 3.3. Let P be a poset, and C a set of elements in P such that C in GP induces a complete graph. Then the subposet of P,
induced by the elements of C, is a bipartite poset.
Hasse diagrams of posets in family S1 are symbolically depicted on the left-hand side of Fig. 5; here we assume that the
notation is chosen in such a way that no element from X can be above an element from Y , while there may be elements in
either sets that are incomparable to all other elements. Dotted lines between sets X and Y symbolically suggest that vertices
ai ∈ X and bj ∈ Y may be connected by an edge or not.
Let S2 be the family of posets P with the properties:
(α) P consists of a bipartite poset with elements from X ∪ Y and another distinguished element v that is maximal in P , and
(β) there exist elements x ∈ X and y ∈ Y such that x C y C v in P;
and all the posets that are dual to the described posets (in such a case v would be a minimal element, and the condition
from β appropriately altered).
Hasse diagrams of this family are symbolically depicted on the right-hand side of Fig. 5. Notice that for every P ∈ S2,
the C-I graph of P is a split graph with a clique induced by X ∪ Y . So there is a partition of the split graph GP in which the
independent set consists solely of v. In the clique we have two types of vertices: vertices that are adjacent to v (type 1) and
vertices that are not adjacent to v (type 2) in GP . Clearly, the elements x ∈ X for which there exists y ∈ Y such that x C y C v
are exactly type 2 elements. Hence other elements from X and all elements in Y are type 1 elements.
Let S3 be the family of posets P with the properties:
(α) P consists of a bipartite poset with elements from X ∪ Y and another two distinguished elements x1, x2, where x1 is a
minimal and x2 is a maximal element in P;
(β) there exist elements x ∈ X and y ∈ Y such that x1 C x C y C x2 in P or there exists an element x ∈ X ∪ Y such that
x1 C x C x2 in P .
Two Hasse diagrams representing this family are symbolically depicted in Fig. 6; each of the pictures presents one of the
situations from the condition β with respect to x1 and x2 that must be non-adjacent in GP . Of course, both situations may
appear simultaneously in one poset from S3.
Note that for every P ∈ S3, the C-I graph of P is a split graph with the independent set {x1, x2} and the clique induced
by X ∪ Y . In the clique we have three types of vertices: vertices that are adjacent to both elements of the independent set
(type 1), those that are adjacent to exactly one vertex x1 from the independent set (type 2) and those that are adjacent to
the other vertex x2 from the independent set (type 3). Elements x ∈ X with property:
• for all y ∈ Y such that x C y holds: y is not covered by x2 or
• for all y ∈ Y , x is not covered by y
are exactly type 1 vertices. The other vertices from X are type 2 vertices. Those are vertices x ∈ X with property: there exist
y ∈ Y such that x C y C x2. Similarly we have type 1 and type 3 vertices in Y .
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Theorem 3.4. Let P be a poset. Then the C-I graph GP of the poset P is a split graph if and only if P is a poset isomorphic to one
of the posets from families S1, S2 or S3.
Proof. Let P be a poset whose C-I graph GP is a split graph. Therefore by Theorem 3.1(iii) we derive that GP belongs to one
of the families described by statements (a),(b) and (c).
If (a) holds for GP (i.e. GP is a complete graph) then as we observed above, P is a bipartite poset or in other words belongs
to family S1.
Let (b) holds for GP . Then denote by C = {a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bm} the set of vertices that induce a maximum clique of
GP , and let v be the only remaining element in GP (forming the independent set with respect to the resulting partition). The
notation is chosen in such a way that a1, . . . , an, n ≥ 1, are adjacent to v, while b1, . . . , bm,m ≥ 1, are not. Since any bi is
not adjacent to v in GP , there exists at least one element on a chain between bi and v in P , and the closest element to v on
that chain must be one of ai’s. Since all ai’s and bj’s are adjacent in GP we infer that these chains have exactly three elements,
say bi C aj C v in P (or the other way around). So if we choose that bi is below v, then v is a maximal element of P . Using
Lemma 3.3, as {a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bm} are forming a clique in GP , this implies that the subposet induced by this elements is
a bipartite poset. Combining this with the previous observations, we infer that P is a poset from family S2.
Let (c) holds for GP , and let C = {a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bm, c1, . . . , ck} be set of vertices inducing a maximum clique in GP ,
and x1, x2 the remaining two elements of GP . Note that x1, x2 form an independent set of GP . The notation is chosen in such
a way that a1, . . . , an are adjacent to both x1 and x2 (with possibility n = 0), vertices b1, . . . , bm are adjacent just to x1, and
vertices c1, . . . , ck are adjacent just to x2. It is clear thatm > 0 and k > 0, since ω(GP) = |V (GP)| − 2.
Since x1 and x2 are not adjacent inGP , they lie on a common chain in P . Without loss of generality let x1 CC x2 in P . Clearly
every chain between x1 and x2 can contain at most two other vertices (since all other vertices must be adjacent in GP ). So
each of these chains is of the form x1 C x C y C x2 or x1 C x C x2, for x, y ∈ C , and there is at least one such chain. Because
of the assumption that x1 CC x2, we easily infer that x2 is a maximal and x1 is a minimal element of P (otherwise we get
a contradiction with the fact that C induces a clique). Now by Lemma 3.3, since C induces a clique in GP we infer that the
elements of C in P form a bipartite poset. Hence, altogether it implies that P is a poset from family S3.
For the converse, let GP be the C-I graph of a poset P which is isomorphic to P ′ ∈ S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S3. From the remarks after
each of the definitions of S1, S2 and S3 it follows that GP is a split graph. 
4. C-I graphs and chordal graphs
We were not able to find a characterization of chordal C-I graph, yet we prove a general result concerning C-I graphs
of posets which implies that a C-I graph which is a chordal graph is necessarily an interval graph, i.e. a graph that can be
obtained as the intersection graph of intervals on the real line (see again [1] for more on interval graphs).
Recall that three vertices of a graph form the asteroidal triple if every two of them are connected by a path that is disjoint
with the neighborhood of the third. Graphs without an asteroidal triple are called AT-free graphs.
Theorem 4.1. Let P be a poset. Then the C-I graph of P is an AT-free graph.
Proof. Let G be the C-I graph of a poset P . Suppose that G contains an asteroidal triple x1, x2, x3. Therefore x1, x2 and x3 are
three independent vertices such that x1 and x2 are connected by a path P1 avoiding the neighborhood of x3, x1 and x3 are
connected by a path P2 avoiding the neighborhood of x2 and x2 and x3 are connected by a path P3 avoiding the neighborhood
of x1. Denote vertices on path P1 by:
x1, y1, y2, . . . , yn, x2.
Note that x3 is not adjacent to yi for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Let
x1, z1, . . . , zm, x3
be the vertices on path P2. We know that x2 is not adjacent to zi for every i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
Because x1, x2, x3 are independent in G, we infer by Lemma 1.1(ii) that they lie on a common chain in P . Without loss of
generality let x1 CC x2 CC x3 in P . Since yi is not adjacent to x3 in G, x3 CC yi or yi CC x3 in P . First consider y1. Suppose
x3 CC y1. Then x1 CC x3 CC y1. It follows that x1 and y1 are not adjacent in G, a contradiction. Therefore y1 CC x3 in G.
Now consider relation between x3 and y2. Suppose x3 CC y2. Then y1 CC x3 CC y2. Therefore y1 and y2 are not adjacent
in G, again a contradiction. Hence y2 CC x3. By applying the same reasoning, we infer that yi CC x3 in P for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Since x2 is not adjacent to zi for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} we infer zi CC x2 or x2 CC zi. First consider z1. Suppose x2 CC z1.
Therefore x1 CC x2 CC z1 contradicting the fact that x1 and z1 are adjacent in G. Therefore z1 CC x2. Similarly as above we
find that zi CC x2 in P for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. Now, since zm CC x2 we get zm CC x2 CC x3, contradicting the fact that zm and
x3 are adjacent in G. The proof is complete. 
Since interval graphs are precisely AT-free chordal graphs (see [1]), we immediately infer the following result using
Theorem 4.1.
Corollary 4.2. Let P be a poset such that GP is a chordal graph. Then GP is an interval graph.
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We conclude this section and the paper with the following open problem.
Problem 1. Which interval graphs are C-I graphs? Is the recognition complexity of the interval graphs that are C-I graphs
polynomial?
Note that because of Corollary 4.2, a solution to the above problem in particular yields the solution in the class of chordal
graphs.
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